
 

 

 

 

 

 
OPENING SESSION 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 

8:30 a.m. – 10:30 a.m. 

Room: Magnolia 

 

Leadership Practices Inventory (LPI) Assessments: A Leader’s First Step toward 

Achieving the Extraordinary 

Presenter: Marshall Brown 

Purpose: Successful professionals know how to lead and learn in their 

organizations.  This program will provide necessary skills and tools to master the 

essential areas of leadership and to support participants in this quest. 

Program description: The framework for this learning experience is the core leadership 

concepts contained in The Leadership Challenge, a model validated by more than 30 

years of ongoing research and practical experience.  “Take the Leadership Challenge” 

will focus on the Five Practices of Exemplary Leadership®, developed by authors and 

researchers Jim Kouzes and Barry Posner.  In a highly interactive, experience-based 

approach, participants learn how to Model the Way, Inspire a Shared Vision, Challenge 

the Process, Enable Others to Act, and Encourage the Heart.  

Benefits for participants include:  

 An understanding of their own leadership style 

 An appreciation of other leadership styles 

 An increase in credibility and courage as a leader  

 More capability and willingness to provide leadership for their organization  

 Essential skills to improve and achieve better results for their own staff 

 An ongoing action plan and a commitment to do things differently  

Participants will develop their leadership skills in various learning styles, individual 

assessment, and small and large group interaction.  

Marshall Brown is an executive leadership coach known for his passion for growth, and 

laser like focus on results. He is the founder and CEO of Marshall Brown & Associates, one 

of the leading international coaching and leadership development companies today. 



Leadership Content Sessions I 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 

10:45 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

 

1-A Room:  Aspen 

Identifying YOUR Pathway of Organizational Leadership  

Presenter: Christopher Roseman, Midwest Region Representative to the ACA Governing 

Council 

Track: Fundamentals of Leadership 

 

Do you want to fulfill your potential as a leader?  The path to becoming a leader 

depends on the kind of leader you desire to become.  By knowing the set of leadership 

skills and options available to you, you can prepare yourself to lead effectively in the 

leadership position you desire.  Leadership is how you do things, not what you do.  This 

program will help attendees identify their role as a leader, build confidence, and explore 

the leadership opportunities within the profession.  

 

NBCC Credit:  0 Clock Hours 

 

 

1-B Room:  Arbors 

Mastering the Art of a Modern Communications Strategy  

Presenter: Amber McLaughlin, ACA Director of Strategic Communications 

Track: Technology 

 

Social media is the printing press of our day. It's changing the very nature of human 

communication. It's not a trend. And it's not a "tool." Timelines, walls, and feeds are 

quickly becoming an extension of self, of brand, and of cause. This has powerful 

implications for ALL professional communications. Not only must your social media 

presence be strong and strategic, your traditional communications channels must be 

adapted to flow seamlessly in, above, and around it! Join our relaxed, informal 

discussion to gain insights on how to achieve this nebulous nirvana. Be prepared to 

share your thoughts and ask and/or answer questions regarding content development, 

sharing, news sources, analytics/tracking, member engagement, digital frustrations, and 

more. ACA Director of Strategic Communications, Amber McLaughlin, will also touch on 

defining a digital PR strategy and engaging local media, as well as the use of icon or 

graphic-based messaging in traditional communications tools. 

 

NBCC Credit:  0 Clock Hours 

 

  



1-C Room:  Juniper 

Three Current "Must Know" Legal/Ethical/Risk Management Issues for Counselor 

Educators, Supervisors and Leaders 

Presenter: Nancy Wheeler, JD 

Track:  Issues in Counseling 

 

This session will highlight three important topics which leaders in the counseling field 

should be familiar with and be able to explain to their students, supervisees and 

constituents. The first is the "HITECH" breach notification provisions, which put new 

teeth into HIPAA. The second topic delves into planning for unexpected illness, disability 

or death as well as the legal and ethical issues pertinent to planning for retirement or 

other practice closure, including the 2014 ACA Code of Ethics' directive to appointment a 

records custodian. The third topic involves emerging legislation regarding gun violence 

and why counselors should be aware of new developments. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

1-D Room:  Walnut 

Lobbying 101: How to Conduct an In-Person Lobbying Visit 

Presenter: Art Terrazas, ACA Director of Government Affairs 

Track: Public Policy/Advocacy 

 

Many, if not most, ILT attendees have never held a sit-down, face-to-face meeting with 

an elected official.  Research shows that face-to-face visits with legislators have a 

stronger impact than any other form of communication.  This result, although 

unsurprising, highlights the importance of Thursday’s lobbying visits as prime 

opportunity for shaping lawmakers’ positions on counseling-related issues.  This session 

will give attendees the knowledge, skills, and confidence necessary to lead an effective 

lobbying visit on the issue of their choice. 

 

Learning Objectives:   

 Structure of congressional offices; 

 Outline of generic lobbying visit; 

 Do’s and don’ts for successful lobbying visits; 

 Discussion of likely questions and responses from staff during visit; and 

 Role-playing of lobbying visit. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

  



Leadership Content Session II 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 

1:15 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. 

 

 

2-A Room:  Juniper 

Leadership – Uncovered 

Presenters: Representatives from Divisions, Regions, Branches, and ACA Governing 

Council.   

Facilitator:  Cirecie West-Olatunji 

Track: Fundamentals in Leadership 

 

Are you considering a leadership position with a Division, Region, Branch, or ACA 

Governing Council but need more information?  Come learn more from a panel of 

experts and uncover what is involved in these various leadership roles.  

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

2-B Room:  Aspen 

Your Membership is Changing and So Should You - Advance Strategies for 

Membership Recruitment and Retention! 

Presenter:  Denise Brown, Senior Director, Membership Relations 

 

Ever feel like you’re reacting to low membership numbers rather than working through 

an established, proactive plan to recruit and retain your members? Do you know why 

you do the things you do as they pertain to reaching out to new members for your 

association? Your membership is changing and so should your efforts.   

 

Learning Objectives:  

 UNDERSTAND your association’s niche.  

 DISCOVER what’s on your member’s mind by asking the right questions.  

 USE what you have to get what you want from your membership. 

 BUILD and IMPLEMENT methods for tracking your recruitment/retention 

processes, stages of engagement and how (and when) members make the 

decision to commit. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

 

 

 



2-C Room:  Arbors 

State of the Profession: Counselor Compensation in 2014 

Presenters:  Joe Casalino, CEO of IQ Strategic and Bonnie Algera, VP of Analytics with IQ 

Strategic 

Track:  Issues in Counseling 

 

To keep our fingers on the economic pulse of the profession, ACA recently completed a 

study of counselor compensation and other workforce issues. The authors of the study 

will present key findings in the areas of salary, benefits, earnings by private practitioners, 

differences by specialty, and geography. They will also discuss the implications of the 

study for ACA and the counseling profession.   

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

2-D Room:  Walnut 

The Ethical Leader 

Presenters:  Erin Martz, ACA Director of Ethics & Professional Standards and Michelle 

Wade, ACA Ethics Specialist 

Track:  Issues in Counseling 

 

Much is written about what makes successful leaders; this session will focus on the key 

characteristics and actions that are crucial to becoming the kind of leaders people 

WANT to follow in this age of chaos and corruption. 

 

Learning Objectives:   

 Hone existing leadership skills; 

 Gain an awareness of common pitfalls and mistakes; and 

 Expand understanding of the philosophies behind ethical leadership. 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

 

  



General Session 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 

2:45 p.m. – 4:15 p.m. 

Room:  Magnolia 

 

Day on the Hill – Lobbying Visit Issue Review and Preparation 

Presenter:  Art Terrazas, ACA Director of Government Affairs 

 

This plenary session will prepare attendees to talk with their Members of Congress on 

Thursday regarding ACA’s major federal policy initiatives.  The focus of this session will 

be on reviewing logistics for the day’s meetings, issue background, and discussion of 

questions and issues likely to be raised by congressional staff. 

 

Learning Objectives: 

 Clear understanding of how to conduct a lobbying visit; 

 Strong familiarity with the legislative issue(s) they will discuss with their 

congressional offices; and 

 Coordination with other participants on the roles each person will play in the 

lobbying visits. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 



General Session 

Friday, July 25, 2014 

8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. 

Room:  Magnolia 

 

2014 Code of Ethics 

Presenters:  Presenters:  Erin Martz, ACA Director of Ethics & Professional Standards and 

Michelle Wade, ACA Ethics Specialist 

 

Staying current with trends and developments is important for leaders in the counseling 

profession; in March of 2014, the American Counseling Association Governing Council 

approved the newly revised ACA Code of Ethics.  This updated version addresses such 

hot-button topics as personal values and referrals, technology and social media 

concerns, and the increased focus on the responsibilities of counselor educators.  In this 

interactive presentation, the ACA Ethics Department will discuss the significant changes 

within the Code of Ethics and respond to questions and comments from the audience.  

 

NBCC Credit: 2.0 Clock Hours 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Leadership Content Sessions III 

Friday, July 25, 2014 

1:15 p.m. – 2:45 p.m. 

 

 

3-A Room:  Aspen 

Contemporary Examination of Counselor Claims: Metrics and Scenarios 

Presenter:  Michael Loughran, President, Aon Affinity/HPSO, Hatboro, PA, and Jennifer 

Flynn, Aon Affinity/HPSO 

Track:  Issues in Counseling 

 

Healthcare Providers Service Organization (HPSO) and their insurance carrier partner, 

CNA, work to analyze malpractice and license defense actions involving Counselor 

professionals. The Counselor Claim Study was developed to create awareness of 

professional liability claims brought against counselor professionals, identify areas of 

risk for counselor professionals and outline risk management strategies to help reduce 

those risks. The presentation will supply background and analysis on the claims study by 

HPSO and CNA HealthPro, coupled with the presentation and discussion of claim 

scenarios involving counselors. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.5 Clock Hours 

 

 

3-B Room:  Walnut 

Technology Tips and Tricks 

Presenter: Dan Lautman, Delcor Technology Solutions 

Track: Technology 

 

Live in Microsoft Office, but never had opportunity to explore its functionality?  Do you 

use your smartphone for email and phone calls, and that’s it?  This rapid-fire session will 

teach you various tips and “hidden” features in Word, Excel and Outlook, and discover 

tips and innovative ways to use your iPhone or Android.  Learn from tech experts, and 

share your own tips with others 

 

Dan Lautman joined DelCor in 2008 as a Network Consultant and has since been 

promoted to Senior Consultant.  Mr. Lautman has been working in the nonprofit and 

association sectors for over twelve years, with a decade of experience in the information 

technology field.   

 

NBCC Credit:  0 Clock Hours 

 

 

 



3-C Room:  Juniper 

Promoting Safety, Inclusion and Well-Being for LGBT Youth 

Presenter:  Vincent “Vinnie” Pompei, Director of Youth Well-Being Project, Human Rights 

Campaign Foundation 

Track: Issues in Counseling 

The LGBT Community is making steady progress toward legal equality, yet the deck 

continues to be stacked against young people growing up LGBT in America.  The impact 

of family rejection, bullying and daily concerns for safety weigh heavily on our 

youth.  Findings from the Human Rights Campaign’s research will be presented as well 

as proven best practices to promote safety, inclusion and well-being for LGBT youth.  In 

addition, the Human Rights Campaign and the American Counseling Association have 

partnered to present “Time to THRIVE”, an annual national conference to address the 

issue.  Anyone attending this workshop will receive a significant registration discount to 

attend “Time to THRIVE” in February of 2015.   

NBCC Credit:  1.5 Clock Hours 

 

3-D Room:  Arbors 

Lobbying 201:  What Happens When You Get Back Home 

Presenter: Art Terrazas, ACA Director of Government Affairs 

Track:  Public Policy/Advocacy 

 

The lobbying visits on July 24th are not the end-point of the advocacy process for 

counseling leaders, or for ACA.  The fact is that there is no end-point:  legislative 

advocacy is a continuous, never-ending process of engagement with policymakers to 

ensure that the needs of the counseling profession and its clients are met.  This session 

will explore the objectives and options ACA’s public policy department and counseling 

leaders have for building on the July 24th lobbying visits to through the rest of the year. 

 

Learning Objectives:   

 Understanding of the importance of ongoing communication with congressional 

offices, and of the development of a relationship with their members of Congress 

and their staff. 

 Understanding of options for continued interaction with congressional offices. 

 Appreciation of ACA’s commitment to assist counseling leaders in grassroots 

advocacy work. 

 

Opportunity to provide feedback to ACA on resources that would be helpful in carrying 

out grassroots advocacy work on federal policy issues  

 

NBCC Credit:  1.5 Clock Hours 

 



Leadership Content Session IV 

Friday, July 25, 2014 

3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 

 

4-A Room:  Juniper 

SAMHSA Grants Writing   

Presenter:  Suzan Swanton, LCSW-C, Public Health Advisor, SAMHSA/CSAT/DSI 

Track: Fundamentals of Leadership 

 

This session will provide an overview of the grants administered and offered by the 

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA). Attendees will 

receive general information regarding eligibility for grants and applying for the grants.  

 

NBCC Credit:  0 Clock Hours 

 

 

4-B Room:  Aspen 

Effective E-mail Communication 

Presenter:  Rebecca A. Pace 

Track: Technology 

 

E-mail writing has become a crucial part of communication in today’s business world. 

Being able to clearly and concisely communicate using this medium can set the tone for 

your success within the organization.  

 

This workshop will provide you with the skills essential to writing professional messages 

while taking advantage of this mode of business communication.  Effective E-mail 

Communication will help you master the medium of e-mail writing and positively raise 

your visibility within the organization. 

 

NBCC Credit:  0 Clock Hours 

 

 

  



4-C Room:  Arbors 

Business of Meetings: Tips for a Successful Meeting 

Presenter:  Robin Hayes, Senior Director, Conference Planning and Professional 

Education  

Track:  Fundamentals of Leadership 

 

Competition and demands for time and resources continue to pull potential meeting 

attendees in many directions.  You will be provided with some practical ideas to freshen 

your meeting, and take it to the next level.  Finding the ideal location can also be 

challenging, along with negotiating hotel and supplier contracts.  Once you’ve found the 

right location and have the contracts in place, what’s next?  We will provide some tips 

on marketing your meeting, timelines, sample contracts and much more!  Samples will 

be provided. 

 

Learning objectives: 

1. Learn how to put together an effective Request for Proposal (RFP), to identify the 

best location and rates for your meeting. 

2. Learn the importance of presenting a Post Event Report (PER).  This includes all 

information regarding the value of your meeting collected in one place.  The PER 

becomes important when negotiating your meeting site, and concessions. 

3. We will discuss and share samples of hotel contracts.  You will walk away with a 

better understanding to get the best out of negotiating a contract that fits your 

group. 

4. Learn ways to market and promote your meeting through print, electronic and 

social media. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.5 Clock Hours 

 

 

4-D Room:  Walnut 

State Policy Issues 

Facilitator: Art Terrazas, ACA Director of Government Affairs 

Track:  Public Policy/Advocacy 

 

Many of the most important policy issues facing professional counselors are decided at 

the state level.  This session will give state counseling leaders a chance to learn from 

each other about current state level policy issues facing their colleagues—some of 

which may be coming to their state soon—and strategies and tactics used in responding 

to these issues.  The session will also give state counseling leaders an opportunity to ask 

for advice, feedback, or support on state policy issues they’re working on. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.5 Clock Hours 

  



Leadership Content Session V 

Saturday, July 26, 2014 

8:30 a.m. – 9:45 a.m. 

 

 

5-A Room:  Arbors 

Inspiration – In Five  

Presenters:  Representatives from ACA of Vermont, Colorado Counseling Association, 

Connecticut Counseling Association, Florida Counseling Association, Idaho Counseling 

Association, Illinois Counseling Association, Kansas Counseling Association, and Texas 

Counseling Association.   

Facilitator: Holly Clubb, ACA Director of Leadership Services 

Track: Fundamentals in Leadership 

 

Representatives from the 2014 Branch Award winners will present their award winning 

innovative practice or leadership development projects.  Join us for a series of fun, fast 

and focused five-minute presentations that are sure to inspire.  

 

Learning Objectives:   

 Learn about winning initiatives. 

 Learn how to use what you have learned to adapt or develop your own 

Innovative Practice or Leadership Development Projects. 

 How to submit your Innovative Practice or Leadership Development Project to 

the 2014 Branch Awards Competition. 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

5-B Room:  Aspen 

Filling the Leadership Pipeline - Essential Qualities of a Leader  

Presenter:  Heather Tustison, Western Region Past Chair 

Track:  Fundamentals of Leadership 

 

There are character traits of a leader that can increase team effectiveness.  Many 

characteristics will be described and reviewed as well as encouraged in order to 

maintain an effective team and to bring new players to the “game.”  These 

characteristics determine receptivity to leadership in an organization as well as 

maintenance in those roles. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

 

 



5-C Room:  Walnut 

Effective Grassroots Advocacy Organizing 

Presenter:  Art Terrazas, ACA Director of Government Affairs  

Track:  Public Policy/Advocacy 

 

This session will explain why grassroots advocacy is so essential to achieving policy 

objectives at various levels of government.  Attendees will get a crash course in civic 

engagement, ranging from getting involved in efforts to effectuate political/policy 

changes to simply sending an email to an elected official.  We will share key tips in 

making grassroots contacts count, how to get organized and how to recruit volunteers 

to help in grassroots efforts.   

 

Learning Objectives:   

 Increase awareness of the importance of grassroots advocacy. 

 Understand the basics of the political/policymaking system. 

 Understand what makes grassroots contacts effective, or ineffective. 

 Understand components of an effective organization for effectuating policy 

changes. 

 Understand how to effectively recruit volunteers. 

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

5-D Room:  Juniper 

Affordable Care Act and Counselors   

Presenter:  SAMHSA 

Facilitator:  Elicia McIntyre, Public Health Advisor, SAMHSA/CSAT 

Track:  Issues in Counseling 

 

Session attendees will be provided with information on the implementation of the 

Affordable Care Act and its impact on the mental health profession.  

 

NBCC Credit:  1.25 Clock Hours 

 

 

  



Closing Session 

Saturday, July 26, 2014 

10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 

Room:  Magnolia 

 

 

Habits of Highly Effective Boards 

Presenter:  Nancy Axelrod, NonProfit Leadership Services 

 

A good board or committee is a victory, not a gift.  You will influence the performance 

of your division, region, branch, or standing committee.  Learn and share best practices 

for ensuring that the smart volunteers you work with form a smart group. 

 

Nancy Axelrod is a frequent speaker at leadership forums dedicated to governance, 

accountability, and board development. As a governance consultant, she provides 

customized services to associations, foundations, and other nonprofit organizations in 

board development, leadership transitions, and meeting facilitation. Nancy is the founding 

president of BoardSource, where she served as its first chief executive officer from 1987-

1996. She currently serves on the faculty of the ASAE/Center for Association Leadership, a 

learning center and think tank in Washington DC; and the Association of Governing 

Boards of Universities and Colleges’ Institute for Presidents and Boards Chairs. She is the 

author of “Governing for Growth: Using 7 Measures of Success to Strengthen Board 

Dialogue and Decision Making”; “Culture of Inquiry: Healthy Debate in the Boardroom”; 

“Chief Executive Succession Planning: The Board’s Role in Securing Your Organization’s 

Future”; “Advisory Councils”; and numerous articles and op-ed pieces.  

 

 

 


